Chief Executive’s Report for May 2018 LEP board
Introduction
This report is in our usual format – starting with an executive summary from me and thematic
summaries from People, Place and Business (as well as Finance) followed by detailed
operational annexes. The overall structure is:
1. Executive Summary
a. What we are doing
b. What’s going well and what isn’t
c. What are the key decisions needed at this board?
d. What are the key decisions anticipated at our next board(s)?
2. LEP Dashboards
a. Economic
b. Key highlights - reports on the key areas of thematic activities and
challenges
c. Financial
3. Annexes on other operational activities
As before I don’t propose to run through my report on a page by page basis at the board – if
there are any detailed factual questions please do contact me in advance – or raise any
issues at the board. Please note the papers on ESIF and ‘Matter referred from SIP’ have
been classified as commercially confidential.
Executive Summary
What we are doing
I mentioned at the last board meeting the quote from the Kellogg School of Management on
LinkedIn “Don’t worry so much about the first 90 days of your job – it’s the last 90 that really
count ….. it’s the end of your tenure that makes a lasting impression.”
There are definitely less than 90 days to go now until David Ralph arrives (he is due on 4
June) and takes over as Chief Executive. So, this report will form a key part of our plan to
position the new CEX well for future successes. A series of initial introduction meetings have
been arranged across the LEP area to kick start his induction. When I started the first
question everyone asked me was “where are you living?” – for reference I understand
David’s plan is to initially stay with family in West Somerset so he will quickly get a feel for
the contrasts of our rural and urban world
Talking of successes, we have had further good news on HIF Forward Funding as bids
from Devon (£45m) and Somerset (£83m) have been approved by Govt to go forward to the
co-development stage of the HIF process. The process will continue to be competitive and

the LEP will continue to support our Local Authority colleagues. In addition, we have recently
been awarded three pilot projects by Govt:
•

•

•

Career Learning Pilot – Circa £1.7m pilot programme awarded by the Department of
Education for a pilot including subsidised technical training and qualifications, as well as
outreach capacity within communities. Covers Western Somerset (Mendip, Sedgemoor
and West Somerset), Northern Devon (North Devon and Torridge) and Plymouth and
Torbay, with a range of support on offer to individuals through to September 2019.
Commissioning currently ongoing on outreach phase, with qualifications delivery due
from Autumn.
Flexible Learning Fund – Three pilot programmes have been approved by the
Department for Education within the area, with a collectively value of circa £500,000,
focusing on SEN skills, social care and engineering. Bridgwater College, South Devon
College, Learn Devon and Somerset Skills and Learning members of the successful
consortia.
Digital Skills Partnership Pilot - Along with Lancashire we are one of two national pilots
for an innovative new initiative to help identify gaps in digital skills provision, encourage
partners to work strategically together to address them and attract investment from outside
bodies. Improving digital skill levels in our economy will help support the LEP’s strategic
aim to boost productivity and prosperity. Paper 5.6 includes more detail.

In addition to the arrival of your new Chief Executive 2018 is likely to be a busy period with
activities progressing on multiple fronts. In particular our focus since our last Board has
continued to be on:
• Alongside the Productivity Strategy which was signed off by the LEP Board in March, we
are now considering the implications likely to be arising from the HotSW Productivity
Strategy’s Delivery Plan. This will form the focus of our presentation at the start of the
Board meeting – which will also reference some of the Innovation opportunities available
from Innovate UK.
• At a national level the Govt’s Strategic Review of LEPs is expected to conclude shortly
although we do not yet know whether the change of Secretary of State at the MHCLG
will delay publication slightly. Initial impressions continue to stress that Govt want a more
consistent approach by LEPs across the country; from governance structures and
committees, to transparency to strategy methodologies to delivery organisation and
tools. The latest example where we will need to amend our operating approach to one
consistent with other LEPs is set out in Paper 5.5. If we have any further news on the
LEP Review (I am at a LEP network meeting in London next week) we will cover this at
our meeting.
• Govt has also indicated that it is interested in seeing greater cross area working. For
example, in the creation of Sub-National Transport Bodies to work with DfT on strategic
priorities. Discussions on how the highways authorities in the SW will work together and
form appropriate bodies is being actively progressed by our Local Authorities. At the time
of writing it seems that we may end up with two such bodies; one focused around the
northern authorities of West of England and Gloucestershire and another for the
Peninsula from Dorset and Somerset to Cornwall. As a LEP our cross LEP working is
also gaining greater structure and momentum - see Paper 5.1 for a brief update and an
opportunity to help shape priorities.

•

Alongside the Great South West (cross LEP) work we are also building our momentum
around the conclusions that came out of the SW Rural Productivity Commission – see
paper 5.2 for an update.

As previously mentioned we continue to work hard on the delivery of our current programme
to maximise impact. Directors will be aware that our delivery programme is substantial –
circa £750m in size. Given this we have included a special Board Paper this month on how
we deliver Programme Management and manage our resources. Elsewhere in the country
some LEP Boards focus in greater detail on programme issues at their Board meetings
(hence five plus hour board meetings are not unknown!) – in our LEP we have delegated
management of internal resources to the Finance and Resources Committee and
management of the investment and programme pipeline to the Strategic Investment Panel
(SIP). Both these groups meet monthly and we need to thank David Bird (who chairs both)
and other board members and officers who give time to these meetings. Paper 5.3 sets out
our approach to investment management so that directors can appraise these
arrangements.
I will start the rest of my report with the usual highlight on our three core activities:
i.

Championing our common priorities and build partnerships – these have previously been
based on our area’s Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) and our over-arching Growth Deal
investment plan submitted to HMG in March 2014. As flagged above we are now
working on what will be our new Delivery (Plan) priorities; following our last board
meeting we established T & F group to consider these issues. The group met recently
and their conclusions will be reflected in the presentation on these agendas at the
commencement of our Board meeting. It is likely this work will form the foundation for
our forthcoming work on Local Industrial Strategies. Though we have yet to be given
clear guidance on what these will require, it seems important that our work on these
agendas should not slacken whilst we wait for Govt to develop and communicate its
thinking. Another uncertainty may be introduced by the recent announcement of
consultations on unitary authorities in Somerset delaying progress in the Joint
Committee. Supporting the development of our Local Industrial Strategy and involving all
partners in this work will undoubtedly form a key priority for our new Chief Executive in
coming months.

ii.

Secure investment – this work is centred around developing pipelines of opportunities,
prioritising these as needed and drawing up where applicable proposals / bids for
investment. This latter element no longer focuses particularly on bids for Local Growth
Fund (as this is finished) but we still facilitate and advise on ESIF monies as well as
working with partners on lobbying for allocations from central budgets. See paper 5.4 on
ESIF issues.
There is still no more explanation from Govt on what future funding streams will beattention in Whitehall is firmly centred on Brexit and is likely to remain so for many more
months. That’s said it can be anticipated that at some time in the next year or so Govt
attention will shift to how to make the most of our post Brexit world – and again

developing our pipelines of opportunities will be a continuing priority.
iii.

Efficient and effective delivery of funded programmes of investment – our assurance
framework is in place and we are managing a pipeline of approaching three quarters a
billion pounds of investment across our three ‘pots’. We continue work to maximise
projects progress and spend; latest programme delivery reports are attached in the
appendices to this report. We anticipate that (at the time of writing this report) we will
have one project related matter referred to the Board by SIP that will need consideration.
Please see paper 5.5 in the main board pack.

What’s going well and what isn’t
I would like to draw director’s attention to the following successes / challenges / decisions /
feedback needed.
i.

Development of our significant opportunities – In the presentation at this month’s Board
meeting reference will be made to a number of key opportunities in our LEP area:
a. Advanced Engineering (including Nuclear, Marine and Aerospace) – we await
publication of the Nuclear Sector Deal where we have been part of the
working group negotiating the Deal with Govt. Our Nuclear sector co-ordinator
(Corinne Matthews) has been facilitating this work and developing funding
proposals. We have also recently seconded Sheldon Ryan to develop the
South Coast Marine Cluster – the priority will be to draw out what the
commercial proposition is for investment in the sector.
b. Digital (including Creative, Big Data and Silicon) – the Govt has recently
published its Creative Industries Sector Deal and we are currently appraising
its potential to support our area’s opportunities. As a LEP I sense we will need
in future to put more resource into this area as development / promotion of
our pipelines are currently lagging those in Advanced Engineering.
c. Core economy (including Tourism, Heathy Aging and Food and Drink) – these
agendas cross LEP boundaries and are currently part of our regional working
on Rural agendas. That said I also sense we will need in future to put more
resource into this area than we have in the past.

ii.

Our transport programme in Growth Deal 2 - The Growth Deal 2 announcement by
Government included approval of three major transport projects, M5 Junction 25 at
Taunton; Forder Valley Link Road at Plymouth; and the Tiverton Eastern Urban
Extension junction but only included sufficient funding to support the first two of these
projects. The LGF allocation was £35.4m against an aggregate bid for these projects of
£42.9m. Subsequently the LEP’s flexibility in approaching this challenge was constrained
when the Department for Transport decided that Forder Valley Link Road would be a
“retained scheme” for which they would make the approval decision, and would retain
the funding for the scheme. In Spring 2017 it was agreed by the LEP that the LGF
programme would be over programmed by £1.5m in order to enable the first phase of the
Tiverton Eastern Urban Extension project to go ahead. This decision was taken in light of
the expectation that LGF requirement for M5 Junction 25 would be reduced below the
£12.9m originally sought. At the time it was understood there would be clarity on such a
reduction before the end of the 2017/18 financial year. However, it has taken longer than

anticipated to achieve such clarity; the last meeting of SIP considered an update from
our transport consultant and requested more detail on how the funding allocated to the
M5 Junction 25 project had been reduced given the additional funding obtained since the
original project proposal had been developed for inclusion in our Growth Deal bid.
Although no conclusion was reached in the meeting this remains an issue that will need
resolving before approval of the business case for J25 can be granted.
iii.

European Social Fund: Additional Calls – Work ongoing with Managing Authority / DWP
on three further calls for ESF activity, worth £4.6m. Calls with cover off additional support
for young people and those at risk of becoming NEET; Supporting additional level; 2 and
3 qualifications for those in work; and the development of training capacity within our
colleges.

iv.

European Social Fund: Opt-In Programmes – Three opt in programmes currently
ongoing with HotSW, working with Serco (focused on apprenticeship and higher-level
apprenticeships), Careers South West (focused on support for young people) and Learn
Direct (focused on delivering qualifications for those in work). Roughly £8m committed to
date, with around 1,000 opportunities / interventions recorded.

v.

European Social Fund: Building Better Opportunities for All – DWP / Big Lottery led opt
in programme worth around £4m. Delivery ongoing with a range of partners, providing
support for employment and inclusion activities for young people across the Devon,
Somerset and Torbay/Plymouth areas. Focus on literacy, numeracy, digital literacy and
employability central within majority of provision, working with those hardest to reach and
or with a disability of other barrier to work / learning.

vi.

European Social Fund: Hidden Talent / Strategic Employer Engagement – £1m to
support a range of activity aimed at extending higher education opportunities to those
with a cold spot in the HotSW, and engaging with the business community on the
opportunities to tailor provision in FE and HE to meet employer demand.

vii.

Careers Hub / Enterprise Advisor Network – Currently working with 60 schools across
the LEP area, the Enterprise Advisor Network incorporated 3 advisors working with a
team of business volunteers to take forward a business mentoring/ networking
programme across the LEP area. Discussions currently ongoing on an expansion and
broadening of activity, with the additional of a Career Hub, providing a wider array of
support and advice to member schools as highlight in other board papers.

viii.

Hinkley Strategic Delivery Forum / Hinkley Point Training Agency – Support for the Skills
and Employment strand of the HSDF, working closely with colleagues from Somerset
and across the NSW partnership. Recent deep dive session and wider discussions
facilitating a range of HotSW activity around upskilling, construction activity and training
capacity. Includes £6.5m of support for aligned capital projects across colleges in the
HotSW, and direct revenue support for the operation and implementation of the Hinkley
Point Training Agency.

ix.

Construction Skills Steering Group – Joint partnership established between public and
private sector stakeholders to drive forward shared priorities for the construction sector
and secure additional activity. Current focus on improving local labour market
intelligence, securing additional resources for apprenticeships and high demand areas,
and leveraging public sector construction expenditure and learning opportunities.

x.

Growth Hub – as indicated in previous items Govt is increasingly looking for more
consistent approach by LEPs across the country; from governance structures and
committees, to transparency to strategy methodologies to delivery organisation and
tools. One of the tools impacted will be how growth Hubs are operated further proposals
will be discussed at future Business Leadership Group and SIP with a report to the next
board. The Growth Hub dashboards are attached as an appendix to this report. By the
end of March 2018, the Hub had engaged with 3898 businesses, referring 828 to a local
or national service, and providing a more intensive package of 4-hour business support
to 269 businesses. The Hub has now delivered 23 partner events

xi.

Unlocking Growth Fund - LEP received £5m from Government as part of the Growth
Deal 2 settlement to establish the Unlocking Growth Fund, a capital fund designed to
fund smaller projects that develop employment and workspace sites and/or premises to
support and foster business growth across the HotSW area. Match funding was required
and a maximum of 50% of the total fund (£2.5m) was set for any single project. Two calls
for funding applications have been held, resulting in a total of 23 applications which led
to the submission of 11 full business cases. Of these, eight projects were agreed by the
sub-group and SIP to proceed to funding agreement. The fund is now fully allocated.
However, SIP recently felt it would be prudent to ask the Business Leadership team to
consider how it might progress a further round of if the LEP found it had available
resource if another project ran into difficulties. This will be considered at the next meeting
of SIP.

xii.

Energy - Responding to stakeholder feedback, a final focussed round of consultation on
the Energy Strategy and Delivery Plan is progressing. This includes presentation to an
invited Expert Panel towards the end of June prior to sign off by the 3 LEPs (we are
working with Dorset and Cornwall LEPs on this work). The SW Energy Capacity Hub is
being set up by the West of England Combined Authority on behalf of seven LEPs in the
SW (i.e. including Solent LEP as well as the 6 SW LEPs) We have provided input to the
Hub Manager Job Description. Aim is to complete recruitment by July.

xiii.

Consultations – Since our last board meeting responses provided by our Place thematic
team on consultations for the Somerset Strategic Housing Plan and Ofcom’s Mobile
Coverage. Our response on the Defra Health and Harmony consultation is to be
completed by 8th May.

What are the key decisions needed at this board?
Strategic papers: 5.1 Great South West
5.2 Rural Productivity
Operational papers: 5.3 Programme Management
5.4 ESIF update

5.5 Matter referred from SIP
5.6 Digital Skills Partnership Pilot

What are the key decisions anticipated at our next board(s)
•
•
•
xiv.

Productivity Strategy Delivery Plan
Marketing and Comms
LEP Review conclusions and implications for our LEP

LEP Dashboards

a) Economic
Please note that the data provides a snapshot from the current data and the national
sources used often do not present the most up to date picture. For a more up to date picture
of the local economy that takes account of the very latest developments Board Directors are
encouraged to contact their local economic development teams. If directors require any
further amplification on the data sources, please do let us know.

